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Abstract
The Earth’s mantle holds more carbon than its oceans, atmosphere and continents combined, yet the distribution of carbon within the mantle remains uncertain. Our best constraints on the distribution of carbon within the upper mantle are
derived from the carbon-trace element systematics of ultra-depleted glasses and melt inclusions from mid-ocean ridge basalts.
However, carbon-trace element systematics are susceptible to modiﬁcation by crustal processes, including concurrent degassing and mixing, and melt inclusion decrepitation. In this study we explore how the inﬂuence of these processes varies systematically with both the mantle source and melting process, thereby modulating both global and local carbon-trace element
trends.
We supplement the existing melt inclusion data from Iceland with four new datasets, signiﬁcantly enhancing the spatial and
geochemical coverage of melt inclusion datasets from the island. Within the combined Iceland dataset there is signiﬁcant variation in melt inclusion C/Ba ratio, which is tightly correlated with trace element enrichment. The trends in C/Ba-Ba space
displayed by our new data coincide with the same trends in data compiled from global ocean islands and mid-ocean ridges,
forming a global array. The overall structure of the global C/Ba-Ba array is not a property of the source, instead it is controlled by CO2 vapour loss pre- and post-melt inclusion entrapment; i.e., the array is a consequence of degassing creating nearconstant maximum melt-inclusion carbon contents over many orders of magnitude of Ba concentration.
On Iceland, extremely high C/Ba (>100) and C/Nb (>1000) ratios are found in melt inclusions from the most depleted
eruptions. The high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios are unlikely to be either analytical artefacts, or to be the product of extreme fractionation of the most incompatible elements during silicate melting. Whilst high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios could be generated by
regassing of melt inclusions by CO2 vapour, or by mantle melting occurring in the presence of residual graphite, we suggest
the high values most likely derive from an intrinsically high C/Ba and C/Nb mantle component that makes up a small fraction
of the Icelandic mantle.
Ó 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Carbon ﬂuxes in-to and out-of the mantle regulate
Earth’s carbon cycle on geological timescales (Lee et al.,
2019). Chemical mass-transfer between the Earth’s interior
and exterior is achieved by melt-extraction and subduction
of oceanic lithosphere. Whilst there is good experimental
(Rosenthal et al., 2015) and empirical (Saal et al., 2002;
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Matthews et al., 2017) evidence that carbon is removed eﬃciently from the mantle by melt-extraction, the eﬃciency
with which carbon is returned to the deep mantle remains
unclear. Thermodynamic modelling suggests most carbon
in subducting slabs will be removed during slab dehydration (Kelemen and Manning, 2015); however, the ﬂux of
carbon into subduction zones is substantially greater than
the ﬂux of carbon out of arc volcanoes (Aiuppa et al.,
2019; Plank and Manning, 2019). This missing carbon
might be trapped in the lithospheric mantle beneath volcanic arcs (Kelemen and Manning, 2015), or it could be
returned to the convecting mantle (Hirschmann, 2018).
Recycling of oceanic lithosphere throughout geological
time is recorded in the substantial small-scale mantle
heterogeneity it creates. The geochemical signal of recycled
heterogeneities is particularly prevalent in ocean island
basalts (OIB), the product of melting within deeplyderived mantle plumes (e.g., Hofmann, 1997). If signiﬁcant
quantities of carbon are returned to the deep mantle by subducted lithosphere, the mantle’s carbon concentration
ought to display equivalent small-scale heterogeneity.
Whilst a number of studies have suggested that mantle
plumes are carbon rich (Trull et al., 1993; Anderson and
Poland, 2017; Boudoire et al., 2018; Tucker et al., 2019),
and that high 3 He mantle domains have high CO2 (Miller
et al., 2019), small-scale heterogeneity associated deﬁnitively with recycled carbon is yet to be demonstrated.
Basaltic lavas are our most direct probe of the chemistry
of the convecting mantle and its heterogeneity (e.g., White,
2015). Progress in identifying mantle carbon heterogeneity
has been hampered by its tendency to exsolve from magmas
into a CO2 vapour phase. The solubility of CO2 in basaltic
melts is minimal at the low pressures of eruption (Stolper
and Holloway, 1988), with the consequence that considerable carbon will have been lost from the melt by CO2
vapour exsolution (degassing) in all but the most carbonpoor melts. Magmas that sample recycled mantle components tend to be enriched in trace elements. If such magmas
are similarly enriched in CO2, they will be more susceptible
to degassing processes than magmas sampling depleted
mantle components. This interplay of source and process
could, therefore, introduce systematic biases in carbontrace element trends as the contribution to magmas from
recycled mantle components increases.
In this contribution we assess the evidence provided by
melt inclusions for small-scale carbon heterogeneity in
Earth’s mantle, both within Iceland and at the global scale.
1.1. Estimating mantle carbon
A number of approaches have been taken to circumvent
the overprint of degassing on mantle carbon signals. Rare
ultra-depleted glasses erupted in oceanic fracture zones
often contain suﬃciently low concentrations of carbon that
they are undersaturated in CO2 vapour at the pressure of
eruption. However, Matthews et al. (2017) suggested that
even these ultra-depleted magmas might not preserve their
primary carbon concentrations. In their model, a CO2
vapour-undersaturated magma can be generated by mixing
CO2 vapour-saturated magmas with extremely C-depleted

magmas. This mixing process cannot be deﬁnitively identiﬁed from the ultra-depleted glass alone; but if it occurs, the
carbon concentration in mantle sampled by ultra-depleted
glasses is, consequently, underestimated. Occasionally,
extremely trace-element enriched mid-ocean ridge basalt
(MORB) glasses retain gas rich vesicles, which may contain
the full budget of CO2 and other volatiles that exsolved
from the magma (Cartigny et al., 2008; Jones et al.,
2019). It is again unclear whether these enriched magmas
lost additional CO2 vapour deeper within the crust, before
beginning to retain vesicles. Furthermore, the MORB glass
datasets provide information only about the mantle underlying the mid-ocean ridge system, and are therefore biased
towards characterising volumetrically dominant depleted
mantle components.
Another approach uses melt inclusions, tiny droplets of
magma trapped within crystals as they grow at depth within
the crust. The elastic strength of the host crystals prevents
decompression of the inclusion to the pressure of the surrounding melt, potentially allowing the trapped melt to
remain undersaturated in CO2 vapour. Not only are melt
inclusions often found in MORB, they can be readily found
in ocean island basalt (OIB). Melt inclusions also provide
an unrivalled view of the earliest stages of magma evolution, when the diversity of melt chemistry generated by
near-fractional melting is still partially preserved (Sobolev
and Shimizu, 1993). However, the carbon budget of melt
inclusions remains susceptible to the same degassing and
mixing processes as the ultra-depleted glasses, in addition
to carbon partitioning into vapour bubbles in the inclusions
(e.g., Métrich and Wallace, 2008; Hartley et al., 2014). Postentrapment CO2 vapour loss via decrepitation of the host
crystals is also likely to occur (Maclennan, 2017).
1.2. Ratios of carbon and trace-element concentrations
Melting is one process aﬀecting carbon that it may be
possible to successfully control for. Ratios of C to Ba, or
Nb, concentrations have been used to achieve this (Saal
et al., 2002; Le Voyer et al., 2017; Hauri et al., 2018;
Michael and Graham, 2015; Shimizu et al., 2016; Tucker
et al., 2019; Shimizu et al., 2019; Miller et al., 2019), since
C, Ba, and Nb partition similarly during mantle melting
(Saal et al., 2002; Rosenthal et al., 2015). Given the similarity in partitioning behaviour, it should be expected that predegassing magmatic values of C/Ba and C/Nb will not be
fractionated from their mantle sources; the exception to this
being that even small diﬀerences between the partition coefﬁcients can cause large variations in the C/Ba and C/Nb of
instantaneous fractional melts extracted from a previously
depleted source (Rosenthal et al., 2015).
A number of previous studies (Saal et al., 2002; Le
Voyer et al., 2017; Hauri et al., 2018) are predicated upon
correlations between C and Ba, or Nb, concentrations in
melt inclusion suites indicating a lack of any fractionation
between carbon and the incompatible trace elements,
including the absence of CO2 vapour degassing prior to,
or after, inclusion entrapment. However, Matthews et al.
(2017) demonstrated that such correlations are also a natural consequence of degassing and mixing of compositionally
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diverse near-fractional mantle melts, and such a process can
explain the increasing variation in C/Ba ratio with C concentration that many datasets exhibit.
Magma mixing is ubiquitous in magmatic systems
(Sobolev, 1996; Maclennan, 2008a; Shorttle, 2015;
Shorttle et al., 2016), and the most carbon rich fractional
melts are expected to saturate in CO2 vapour at pressures
within, or below, the crust (Dixon et al., 1995). Though
the degassing and mixing process causes the average value
of C/Ba within a dataset to be controlled primarily by the
pressure of degassing, the maximum values seen in a dataset
may still record the mantle value (or are at least a minimum
estimate of the mantle value). Datasets that do not exhibit
correlations likely have a more complex multi-stage degassing history, making them less reliable records of mantle
C/Ba ratios.
Shimizu et al. (2019) recently demonstrated that not all
melt inclusion datasets require a partial-degassing and
mixing process to explain their carbon–trace element systematics. For inclusions from the Siqueiros and Garrett
transform faults, Shimizu et al. (2019) showed that the
covariance of carbon concentrations with the concentrations of a broad suite of trace elements is consistent with
the trapped melts having a single mantle-derived C/Ba
ratio for variable Ba concentration. The observed variability in C/Ba and C/Nb ratios within the data was argued to
arise from analytical precision (Shimizu et al., 2019).
However, partially degassed datasets can contain melt
inclusions with a single C/Ba ratio at variable Ba concentration. If the trace-element and carbon-enriched melts
degas, but are then eﬃciently homogenised, a single
enriched mixing endmember is produced, with a C/Ba
ratio lower than the mantle value (Matthews et al., 2017
Appendix A). When mixed with extremely trace-element
and carbon-depleted melts, a binary mixing array in CBa space will be generated with each melt having an identical C/Ba ratio. In this scenario, the mean C/Ba ratio of
the datasets would then be only a minimum bound on the
mantle value.
Whilst we often treat carbon as if it were a lithophile
trace element during mantle melting, like Ba or Nb
(Saal et al., 2002; Rosenthal et al., 2015; Matthews
et al., 2017), this might not reﬂect the reality of carbon
transfer into melts. Rather than behaving as a passive tracer element, when a carbon-bearing phase is present, carbonatitic or carbonated-silicate magmas are likely to be
the ﬁrst melts to form (Dasgupta and Hirschmann,
2010). Such small degree melts of the convecting mantle
are never observed at the surface, suggesting that they
are eﬃciently mixed with the deepest-forming silicate melts
during transport to lower pressures. Regardless of how the
ﬁrst melt forms, the deepest melts that survive transport
will contain the majority of the carbon and Ba budget,
and retain the mantle C/Ba ratio. Even refractory mantle
lithologies are likely to have entirely lost their carbon to a
melt phase long before silicate melting begins. Though
treating carbon as a trace element during mantle melting
is a simpliﬁcation, it is unlikely to make a meaningful difference to our understanding of carbon-trace element
systematics.
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1.3. Identifying small-scale mantle carbon heterogeneity
To deconvolve the signals of CO2 vapour degassing and
mantle carbon heterogeneity, a large number of melt inclusions from eruptions sampling a diversity of mantle sources
need to be analysed for both their trace element and carbon
concentrations. Iceland oﬀers an excellent opportunity for
studying carbon heterogeneity within a single mantle plume
due to the large number of previous melt inclusion studies
(Hauri et al., 2018; Hartley et al., 2014; Neave et al.,
2014; Bali et al., 2018; Schipper et al., 2016; Miller et al.,
2019), which we supplement with four new datasets (Sections 2 and Section 3).
Comparisons between the carbon-trace element systematics present within the Icelandic melt inclusion compilation
and the global compilation enable us to make a new assessment of the eﬀects of crustal storage and melt inclusion
decrepitation (Section 5). Though this secondary crustal
processing signal dominates the local and global C/Ba
and C/Nb arrays, some datasets preserve C/Ba and C/Nb
variability that is not necessarily explained by crustal processing, including extremely high values of C/Ba and
C/Nb. In Section 6, we consider the processes that might
generate such extreme C/Ba and C/Nb from a source with
lower, less extreme, C/Ba and C/Nb. Whilst processes that
could fractionate the C/Ba and C/Nb ratios from their
source cannot be conclusively ruled out, we argue it is most
likely that the datasets do preserve evidence for small-scale
mantle heterogeneity in C/Ba and C/Nb. In Section 6.5, we
consider the implications of small-scale mantle C/Ba and
C/Nb heterogeneity for the presence of small-scale heterogenentiy in mantle carbon concentration, but save a full
quantitative analysis for future work.
2. SAMPLES AND METHODS
Samples were collected from four eruptions of primitive
basalt in Iceland (Fig. 1a) which represent diverse mantle
sources, as indicated by their Sr-, Nd-, and He-isotope
ratios (Fig. 1b and c). Háleyjabunga and Stapafell are in
close proximity on the Reykjanes Peninsula in the Western
Rift Zone, but preferentially sample more depleted and
enriched mantle components respectively (Thirlwall et al.,
2004). Stapafell erupted sub-glacially between 70 and
14 ka (Saemundsson et al., 2010) forming basal pillow
basalts, from which samples were taken near 63°54.585’N,
22°31.409’W. Háleyjabunga was erupted as a sub-aerial
lava shield at 13 ka (Saemundsson et al., 2010), from
which olivine-phyric lava ﬂow samples were taken from
the Eastern side of the vent near 63°48.978’N, 22°
39.099’W. Berserkjahraun is an eruption younger than
11 ka in the Snæfellsnes ﬂank zone (Hjartarson and
Sæmundsson, 2014), and has extreme geochemical enrichment (Peate et al., 2010). Glassy olivine- and plagioclasephyric scoria was collected from the crater at
64°95.915’N, 22°89.853’W. The Heilagsdalsfjall samples
were obtained from olivine-phyric tephra erupted from
young craters at 65.49934°N, 16.70224°W, formed after
glaciation had retreated from the main (subglacially erupted)
ediface of Heilagsdalsfjall (Sæmundsson et al., 2012).
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Fig. 1. Panel a: Locations of the eruptions studied here (bold text and large symbols), and the locations of other Icelandic eruptions for which
carbon and trace element measurements have been made on melt inclusions. Orange shading shows the active rift zones. Red outlines show
active volcanic centres. Panel b: Sr and Nd isotope ratios of whole rocks from the same eruptions. Panel c: 3 He/4He isotope ratio (R)
normalised to the atmospheric value (Ra ). Grey circles in panel b show data compiled for Iceland (sources given in Supplementary Text D).
Isotope data not available for Skuggafjöll and Heilagsdalsfjall. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Olivine and clinopyroxene crystals containing melt
inclusions were extracted from each sample. The total carbon content of a melt inclusion is partitioned between the
glass and vapour bubble (if present). Following Hartley
et al., 2014, crystals were sequentially prepared for
micro-Raman analysis of CO2 vapour density in the bubbles, Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) to determine carbon and trace element concentrations in the
glass, and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) to determine the major element chemistry of the inclusions and
their crystal hosts. In the absence of an instrumentspeciﬁc calibration for the Raman analyses, we do not
quantify the mass of CO2 hosted in the bubbles. However,
where CO2 vapour is detected in a bubble, the carbon concentration in the melt inclusion glass represents only a minimum estimate of the magmatic carbon budget at the time
of inclusion entrapment. Full information on sample preparation and analytical setup is given in Supplementary Text
A. In Supplementary Text B we explain why we do not
apply a correction based on predicting the CO2 vapour density in bubbles. Since we are primarily interested in trace
element ratios, and carbon concentrations at the time of
eruption, we do not apply post-entrapment crystallisation
corrections (though we provide suﬃcient information in
Supplementary Table 1 that the calculations may be
performed).
3. RESULTS
Melt inclusion C and Ba concentrations are shown for
each eruption in Fig. 2. All four eruptions show considerable variation in their C/Ba ratios, but only Háleyjabunga

and Stapafell display positive correlations between C and
Ba. Only three Háleyjabunga melt inclusions analysed by
SIMS contained bubbles in which CO2 vapour was
detected, a further three were measured by Raman only.
Though ﬁve Stapafell melt-inclusion-hosted bubbles contained CO2 vapour, only one was in an inclusion analysed
by SIMS. No CO2 vapour was detected in any of the bubbles hosted in Heilagsdalsfjall inclusions. Many of the
Berserkjahraun inclusions contained bubbles in which
CO2 vapour was detected.
Trace element concentrations in the four melt inclusion
suites are shown in Fig. 3. Melt inclusions from Háleyjabunga (Fig. 3a) show extreme variability in relative trace
element enrichment, Maclennan (2008b) and Neave et al.
(2018) demonstrated the variability is most likely mantlederived. Four Háleyjabunga inclusions have anomalously
high Ba and Nb concentrations relative to the light rareearth elements; since their carbon concentrations are similar
to the main population of inclusions they have not retained
high C/Ba or C/Nb ratios. The Háleyjabunga inclusion with
the highest C/Ba ratio is part of a sub-population of three
inclusions with higher carbon concentrations. Ignoring this
anomalous inclusion, the highest C/Ba ratios (>55) are
observed in inclusions with depleted trace element patterns,
though they are not anomalously depleted among the larger
population of Háleyjabunga inclusions.
The Stapafell inclusions with highest C/Ba (Fig. 3b)
show trace element patterns with anomalously low Ba
and Nb concentrations relative to the light and middle rare
earth elements. Despite the anomalous trace element patterns of this small number of inclusions, Ba, Nb and C
appear not to be fractionated from each other, discussed
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Fig. 2. Melt inclusion glass C concentrations plotted against Ba concentration for each of the four eruptions studied here. The dashed grey
lines indicate constant C/Ba ratio. Error bars show 1 s.d. combined precision and accuracy (thin lines) and 1 s.d. precision (bold lines).

further in Section 6.1. The Stapafell melt inclusions show
enriched trace element patterns, and our new observations
are consistent with the conclusions of Neave et al. (2018)
that the variability is not mantle derived, but largely reﬂects
variable crystal fractionation.
The Heilagsdalsfjall melt inclusions (Fig. 3c) show little
trace element variability, and are strongly depleted in
incompatible trace elements. Berserkjahraun melt inclusions (Fig. 3d) show the most extreme enrichments in
incompatible trace elements of the four eruptions, and show
little mantle-derived variability among the inclusions. The
small Sr- and Zr-anomalies seen in many of the inclusions
from all four eruptions are likely the result of interaction
with plagioclase in the crust (Aigner-Torres et al., 2007).
4. ERUPTION SPECIFIC PROCESSES
CONTROLLING C-BA SYSTEMATICS
Before considering the trends deﬁning the local (Icelandic) and global C/Ba and C/Nb arrays, we consider individually the carbon-trace element systematics of each of our
new datasets from Háleyjabunga, Stapafell, Heilagsdalsfjall, and Berserkjahraun.
The melt inclusions from Háleyjabunga display C-Ba
systematics that are consistent with partial degassing and

mixing, as proposed by Matthews et al. (2017). A positive
correlation between the melt inclusion Ba and C concentrations exists, and is strongest in the most Ba-depleted inclusions, with an average gradient of 35–40 (Fig. 2a).
Furthermore, the Ba concentration in the inclusions has
increasing variance as their C content increases. Three
Háleyjabunga melt inclusions form a sub-population with
higher carbon concentrations than the other Háleyjabunga
melt inclusions. The higher carbon contents seen in this
sub-population may reﬂect inclusion entrapment at an earlier stage of magma evolution; magmas may lose carbon as
they evolve, either due to degassing driven by their ascent
towards the surface, or by progressive mixing with lowcarbon melts.
Where a melt inclusion population has been subject to
partial degassing and mixing, Matthews et al. (2017) argued
that the highest C/Ba ratio seen in the dataset is the most
likely to preserve the mantle value. However, the highest
C/Ba values seen within the Háleyjabunga inclusions have
the greatest uncertainty (Fig. 4). The strong C-Ba correlation seen in the most depleted Háleyjabunga inclusions
deﬁnes a C/Ba ratio of 35 (Fig. 2a), and many of the
inclusions that record higher C/Ba ratios are within 2 s.d.
uncertainty of 35 (Fig. 4). Despite the consistency in
C/Ba among most of the inclusions, the three inclusions
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Fig. 3. Normalised melt inclusion trace element concentrations. The region between the most extreme melt inclusions of each eruption is
shown by shading. Also shown (as thick dashed lines) are the means of matrix glasses analyses for Stapafell, Heilagsdalsfjall and
Berserkjahraun, and the whole rock analysis of Háleyjabunga reported by Skovgaard et al. (2001). The melt inclusions preserving the highest
CO2/Ba ratios are highlighted in black, with the threshold CO2/Ba used reported in the legend for each panel. All analyses are normalised to
the primitive mantle of Palme and O’Neill (2003).

with highest C/Ba ratios (100–300) are not within uncertainty of 35, demonstrating that Háleyjaunga has retained
C/Ba heterogeneity extending to both high and low values
of the ratio.
Like the inclusions from Háleyjabunga, a subset of the
Stapafell inclusions show a strong positive correlation
between C and Ba (Fig. 2b), deﬁned by a C/Ba ratio of
6 (Fig. 4b). In contrast to Háleyjabunga, the Stapafell
inclusions do not show the increasing variance in Ba concentration with increasing C content, probably due to the
Stapafell melt inclusions recording a more prolonged history of mixing and fractional crystallisation. Whilst most
of the Stapafell inclusions have C/Ba ratios within uncertainty of 2.5–6.0, three bubble-uncorrected inclusions and
one bubble-corrected inclusion have higher C/Ba ratios.
However, these high C/Ba inclusions have anomalously
low Ba and Nb concentrations (Fig. 3b), and so should
be viewed with caution.
The melt inclusions from Heilagsdalsfjall show very little
variability in their trace element concentrations (Fig. 3c),
their carbon concentrations (Fig. 2c), and consequently
their C/Ba ratios (Fig. 4c). This chemical homogeneity is
most likely a product of eﬃcient magma mixing during
transport and storage. The carbon contents of the melt

inclusions might reﬂect the pressure at which the magma
was stored when the inclusions were trapped, if the magma
was CO2 vapour saturated. Alternatively, the carbon content may reﬂect mixing of CO2 vapour-undersaturated
melts with CO2 vapour-saturated melts, as proposed by
Matthews et al. (2017).
The Berserkjahraun inclusions preserve substantial variability in Ba concentration, but little variability in carbon
concentration by comparison (Fig. 2d). The carbon concentrations allow the majority of the melt inclusions to be
divided into two groups, a more Ba-depleted highercarbon group (150–250 ppmw Ba; 600 ppmw C), and a
more Ba-enriched lower-carbon group (250–400 ppmw Ba;
400 ppmw C). These two groups of inclusions also cluster
into distinct C/Ba groups (Fig. 4d). This pattern of carbon
and trace element concentrations is consistent with the
inclusions recording variably evolved magmas, perhaps at
two diﬀerent storage depths. Whilst CO2 vapour saturation
pressures can be calculated for each group of inclusions,
they are unlikely to correspond to the pressures of magma
storage; the prevalance of CO2 vapour within bubbles in the
inclusions indicates the magmas were much more carbon
rich, and likely to have undergone (perhaps multiple) episodes of decrepitation during ascent.
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Fig. 4. Melt inclusion glass C/Ba ratios for each of the four eruptions studied here. The error bars show the 2 s.d. combined accuracy and
precision; the correlated nature of the uncertainties is not shown here, but is shown in Fig. 5.

5. SYSTEMATICS OF THE GLOBAL MELT
INCLUSION ARRAY
In Fig. 5 we compare our new dataset of C/Ba ratios
from the Háleyjabunga, Stapafell, Heilagsdalsfjall, and
Berserkjahraun melt inclusions, with other Icelandic melt
inclusion suites and those from ocean-island and midocean ridge settings. We exclude inclusions from arc volcanoes since their enrichment in H2O complicates our understanding of CO2 solubility.
In both the Icelandic compilation (Fig. 5a) and the global compilation (Fig. 5b), there is a striking negative correlation between C/Ba and Ba concentration. The array is
bounded above and below by lines of constant carbon concentration, though bubble-corrected inclusions (unﬁlled
symbols) break through this upper bound. For the most
depleted inclusions the low bound corresponds to approximately 30 ppmw carbon, and the high bound to 300–400
ppmw carbon. The same systematic is observed in C/NbNb space (Supplementary Fig. 1).
5.1. A spurious correlation?
In Fig. 5 we compare melt inclusion C/Ba ratios with
their Ba concentrations. The potential for spurious correlations resulting from the presence of the same variabile on

both y and x axes is well known (e.g., Jackson and
Somers, 1991). In this study we are interested in the controls on the quantity C/Ba, as it has been used extensively
in the estimation of mantle carbon concentrations. Whilst
we could use indices of eruption enrichment that do not
involve the Ba concentration, e.g., La/Sm, or Ce/Y, they
both nonetheless scale with Ba concentration and so are
not truly independent. By using Ba concentration as our
index for eruption enrichment we can still identify ‘spurious’ correlations by plotting lines of C concentration
directly on Fig. 5; indeed, the fact that the data parallel
the constant C concentration lines in on Fig. 5 demonstrates that the global array is being controlled by variable
Ba concentration at roughly constant C concentration, an
important observation.
5.2. A global array reflecting mantle carbon heterogeneity?
The negative correlation between C/Ba and Ba concentration could be caused by source heterogeneity: the array
being generated by mixing between a trace-elementdepleted high-C/Ba endmember and a trace-elementenriched low-C/Ba endmember. In this scenario, the
trace-element enriched mantle reservoirs that contribute
disproportionately to the Ba-enriched melts would not have
corresponding C-enrichments.
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Fig. 5. C/Ba ratios in the melt inclusion glass for the four eruptions studied here, and compiled data from other eruptions in Iceland (panels a
and b), from along the mid-ocean ridge system (MORB), and from ocean-islands (OIB) (panel b). Filled symbols show values for C/Ba
derived from carbon hosted in the glass only, open symbols show the values of C/Ba where bubbles (measured by Raman) have been added
back to the glass. The vectors in panel a show the eﬀects of mantle melting, fractionation during melting, CO2 degassing, C addition, and Ba
addition. Diagonal dashed-grey lines show constant carbon concentration (10 ppmw, 100 ppmw, 1000 ppmw and 1 wt%). Error bars on the
data from this study show the correlated 1 s.d. uncertainty (combined accuracy and precision) between Ba and C/Ba. Solid red and orange
lines in panel b show the inferred decrepitation limits at 380 ppmw and 660 ppmw C, respectively. Most OIB data falls oﬀ the bottom of the
ﬁgure due to low C concentrations. Data from Hauri et al. (2018), Hartley et al. (2014), Neave et al. (2014), Schipper et al. (2016), Bali et al.
(2018), Le Voyer et al. (2017), Saal et al. (2002), Sides et al. (2014), Wanless and Shaw (2012), Wanless et al. (2014), Cabral et al. (2014),
Métrich et al. (2014), Wanless et al. (2015), Tucker et al. (2019). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

However, the negative C/Ba-Ba correlation has the same
position and gradient in both the Icelandic and global datasets. If the array was generated solely by mantle C/Ba
heterogeneity, the coincidence of local and global C/Ba
(and C/Nb) arrays would imply two things. First, depleted
and enriched mantle components occur with the same distinct C/Ba and C/Nb ratios everywhere. Second, the melting process must consistently produce enriched
endmember melts with similar Ba and Nb concentrations,
and depleted endmember melts with similar Ba and Nb concentrations, to produce mixing arrays with the same slope
in diﬀerent locations. Radiogenic isotope constraints
demonstrate that there is substantial variation in the chemistry of enriched and depleted components globally, even
between highly-incompatible elements that are diﬃcult to
fractionate during partial melting (Stracke et al., 2005)
e.g., U and Rb;. It seems unlikely, therefore, that these
diverse mantle components would be characterised by single values of the C/Ba and C/Nb ratios.
Alternatively, the melting process and source C/Ba and
C/Nb must covary between locations, such that they always

produce endmember melts falling along the global array.
Given the complexities of mantle melting, melt transport,
and melt mixing processes (e.g., Maclennan et al., 2003;
Wanless et al., 2014; Shorttle, 2015), and the apparent independence of mantle composition and aggregate melt fraction in global datasets (e.g., Gale et al., 2014), this
scenario seems very unlikely.
5.3. A global array controlled by the melting process?
Could the melting process be responsible for generating
the global array, in absence of coupled variation in source
composition and melting process? If mantle melting can
consistently produce melts with carbon concentrations no
higher than 700 ppmw over the large range of Ba concentrations preserved by melt inclusions, it could reproduce the
global C/Ba array. Such a scenario might occur during
graphite-saturated melting (e.g., Eguchi and Dasgupta,
2018). However, the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratios of basalts and melt
inclusions from MORB and ocean islands indicate the mantle is not suﬃciently reduced for graphite-present melting to
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occur ubiquitously (Bézos and Humler, 2005; Cottrell and
Kelley, 2011; Shorttle et al., 2015; Berry et al., 2018;
Moussallam et al., 2019).
Furthermore, the presence of CO2-rich shrinkage bubbles in a large proportion of the melt inclusions demonstrates that many of the melts must have had more
carbon in the past, which would have placed them above
the global array. Bubble-corrections applied to the inclusions from Berserkjahraun, Miðfell, Laki and Surtsey,
demonstrate how signiﬁcant this eﬀect can be (Fig. 5a). The
global array cannot, therefore, be generated by the melting
process alone, though there may be a role for graphitepresent melting in the generation of anomalously high C/Ba
and C/Nb ratios (Section 6.2).
5.4. A global array controlled by degassing?
A simpler explanation than source heterogeneity (or
graphite-present melting) calls for a process that limits the
carbon concentration within the melt inclusion. The most
obvious process is CO2 vapour degassing. In this case, the
lower limit of carbon on the array corresponds to CO2 solubility for magma storage in shallow crustal magma chambers pre-entrapment. The small number of inclusions with
lower carbon concentrations than this probably owe their
undersaturation to degassing during eruption, or mixing
with extremely carbon-depleted partial mantle melts
(Matthews et al., 2017).
The upper bound on the carbon concentration in traceelement depleted melt inclusions (300 ppmw C) corresponds
to CO2 vapour-saturation pressures in the range of 1–
3 kbar, depending on the solubility model chosen (Fig. 6,
Supplementary Fig. 2). This pressure range coincides with
that expected for olivine decrepitation (Wanamaker et al.,
1990; Maclennan, 2017), where the crystal undergoes brittle
failure when it can no longer support the pressure diﬀerence
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between the inclusion and its surroundings. Experiments
performed by Wanamaker et al. (1990) show that olivine
may support overpressures of up to 2.2 kbar. This is close
to the maximum entrapment pressure of the moderatelydepleted inclusions when calculated with the CO2 solubility
model of Iacono-Marziano et al. (2012), shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 5b demonstrates the presence of two diﬀerent upper
limits; one for melt inclusions from the more trace-element
depleted eruptions and one for melt inclusions from the
more enriched eruptions. If decrepitation is responsible
for the upper limit of the array, the limits for both enriched
and depleted eruptions ought to correspond to the CO2 solubility at the decrepitation limit (2.2 kbar). However, the
dependence of CO2 solubility on melt composition allows
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent carbon concentrations to equilibrate
at the same CO2 partial pressure in diﬀerent melts. Melt
polymerisation tends to reduce CO2 solubility, whilst the
presence of cations with an aﬃnity for forming carbonate
complexes increases CO2 solubility (Shishkina et al., 2014).
The trace-element enriched inclusions are signiﬁcantly
richer in total-alkalis (Na2O + K2O) for similar SiO2 contents (Supplementary Fig. 3), but this does not translate
into signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the p compositional parameter used by Shishkina et al. (2014) in their CO2 solubility
model (Supplementary Fig. 4). Though the concentration
of alkali elements in the enriched inclusions acts to increase
CO2 vapour solubility, their lower MgO and CaO concentrations tends to decrease CO2 vapour solubility (Dixon,
1997). As the decrepitation limit should not vary strongly
with eruption enrichment, it is likely that the higher bounding carbon concentration for the enriched melts is solubility
related, even if not captured by p .
A compositional-solubility eﬀect creating the diﬀerent
bounds to the global array is supported by recent experimental work by Allison et al. (2019). By performing new
experiments at intermediate pressure and alkaline composi-

Fig. 6. The pressure of CO2 vapour saturation for each melt inclusion in the Iceland compilation (panel a), and the global compilation (panels
b and c). Symbols as used in Fig. 5. Saturation pressures for melt inclusions from depleted Icelandic eruptions and MORB are calculated using
the CO2 solubility model by Iacono-Marziano et al. (2012). Saturation pressures for melt inclusions from enriched Icelandic eruptions
(symbols overlaid by white dots in panel a) and OIB are calculated using the power-law ﬁt to experimental data for ‘Sunset Crater’ by Allison
et al. (2019). The eﬀect of H2O is neglected in all calculations, as the melts contain suﬃciently low H2O concentrations that CO2 solubility will
be little aﬀected. The calculations do not include bubble-corrections.
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tions, Allison et al. (2019) showed that the existing CO2 solubility models provide inadequate predictions of CO2 solubility in more alkaline melts. Though the least alkaline
experimental melt composition used by Allison et al.
(2019) is more alkaline than the majority of melt inclusions
displayed in Fig. 5, their empirical expression for CO2 solubility likely incorporates other compositional eﬀects of
importance for the more enriched eruptions considered
here. Fig. 6 demonstrates that applying the empirical
expression to the more enriched eruptions brings their saturation pressures into line with the depleted eruptions,
when the CO2 solubility model by Iacono-Marziano et al.
(2012) is applied to the inclusions from depleted eruptions.
However, a discrepancy exists if the saturation pressures for
depleted eruptions are calculated using the models by
Shishkina et al. (2014) or Eguchi and Dasgupta (2018)
(Supplementary Fig. 2).
Whilst we think olivine-decrepitation oﬀers the most
likely explanation for the structure of the Icelandic and global C/Ba arrays, our argument would be stronger if a single
solubility model were able to account for the oﬀset in maximum carbon content of the depleted and enriched eruptions. Though we have shown that simultaneous
application of the Iacono-Marziano et al., 2012 solubility
model for the depleted eruptions, and the Allison et al.,
2019 solubility model for the enriched eruptions, brings
the upper-limit of the calculated saturation pressures for
the depleted and enriched eruptions into line, this upperlimit is signiﬁcantly higher than the experimental decrepitation threshold (2.2 kbar, Fig. 6). Despite the Allison et al.,
2019 model being calibrated on more alkaline magmas than
found in our enriched inclusions, the success of our calculations demonstrates the plausibility that the existing solubility models do not fully capture the compositional
dependence of magmatic carbon solubility. As neither
heterogeneity in mantle carbon, nor melting processes, are
able to satisfactorily explain the observations, leaving
olivine-decrepitation as the most viable mechanism for generating the global C/Ba array.

6.1. Can fractionation during mantle melting generate high
C/Ba and C/Nb ratios?
Whilst C, Ba, and Nb are all thought to be highly
incompatible during mantle melting, experimental work
by Rosenthal et al. (2015) suggests that during mantle melting carbon should behave marginally more compatibly than
Ba, and less compatibly than Nb. Melts produced by very
small degrees of melting may, therefore, obtain extreme
C/Ba or C/Nb ratios by fractionation. If it can be demonstrated that Nb and Ba have not been fractionated from

6. THE ORIGIN OF HIGH C/BA AND C/NB RATIOS
The gross structure of both the Icelandic and global melt
inclusion arrays shown in Fig. 5 is primarily controlled by
low-pressure processes: storage in shallow magma chambers and olivine decrepitation (Section 5). However, many
eruptions sit almost entirely within the bounds imposed
by shallow storage and decrepitation, or have partitioned
a signiﬁcant fraction of their CO2 budget into bubbles,
thereby overcoming the decrepitation threshold. Many of
these datasets may still preserve the C/Ba ratios of their
melts at the time of entrapment. The two most depleted
eruptions in the Icelandic compilation (Miðfell and Háleyjabunga) have C/Ba ratios exceeding 100, extending to
much higher values than seen in other MORB and OIB
melt inclusions. In this section we consider the likelihood
of such high C/Ba ratios reﬂecting mantle C/Ba, as
(Miller et al., 2019) previously suggested to be the case
for the Miðfell melt inclusions.

Fig. 7. Panel a shows the Ba/Nb ratio of the melt inclusions from
the eruptions in Fig. 1. Three representative error bars are shown,
illustrating the 1 s.d. precision on the Ba/Nb ratio and Nb
concentrations with varying enrichment, calculated from variably
enriched secondary standard analyses. The highest Ba/Nb values
for Miðfell (Miller et al., 2019) fall oﬀ the top of the plot. Panel b
compares the standard deviation of Ba and Nb in melt inclusions
from each eruption, normalised to their mean. The solid line shows
the expected relationship if the two elements are not fractionated
from each other during melting, the dashed line shows the expected
relationship if they are fractionated by perfect fractional melting
(Rudge et al., 2013), using the partition coeﬃcients from Workman
and Hart (2005).
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each other during melting, then it is also unlikely that carbon was fractionated from either (Miller et al., 2019). Fractionation of Ba and Nb will generate co-variations of the
Ba/Nb ratio in the magmas with their Ba and Nb concentration. Fig. 7a shows this is not seen in any of the eruptions in this study, or the other Icelandic eruptions in the
compilation. The scatter in Ba/Nb ratio arises largely from
analytical imprecision, but could also reﬂect small scale
source heterogeneity. The role of analytical precision in
generating the extreme C/Ba and C/Nb ratios is considered
in Section 6.4.
Another approach to assessing elemental fractionation
during melting is to compare the variability of trace element
concentrations. The more incompatibly an element behaves
during melting, the greater its variability amongst instantaneous fractional melts of the mantle. If two elements in a
dataset have the same mean-normalised variance, the melting process has not fractionated the elements from each
other (Rudge et al., 2013). The relative variance of Ba
and Nb for each Icelandic melt inclusion suite are shown
together in Fig. 7b, providing further evidence that Ba
and Nb have not been fractionated from each other. Elements more compatible than Nb have been fractionated
from each other, as demonstrated by their relative variances
(Supplementary Fig. 5). Whilst this analysis is strictly valid
only for melts from a homogeneous mantle, it nonetheless
demonstrates that the primary signal in the trace-element
variance structure is from the melting process (Supplementary Text C).
Assuming that the behaviour of carbon during mantle
melting can be modelled as an incompatible element, and
that it has a partition coeﬃcient between that of Ba and
Nb (Rosenthal et al., 2015), the apparent lack of fractionation between Ba and Nb would suggest that primary magmatic C/Ba and C/Nb ratios will record mantle source
ratios. Additionally, Miller et al. (2019) argued that if carbon were fractionated from Ba and Nb, then high values of
C/Ba should not be associated with high values of C/Nb. If
carbon were, instead, to behave more compatibly than both
Ba and Nb, the most depleted melts could acquire C/Ba
and C/Nb ratios higher than their source. We consider this
possibility below.
6.2. Are high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios the product of graphitesaturated melting?
One scenario in which carbon would behave considerably more compatibly than both Ba and Nb during melting
is if conditions were suﬃciently reducing for graphite or
diamond to be stabilised. The stability of carbonate over
graphite is controlled by the oxygen fugacity (fO2) of the
mantle (e.g., Dasgupta and Hirschmann, 2010). Eguchi
and Dasgupta (2018) modelled the chemical eﬀects of melts
from a graphite-saturated mantle source contributing to
basalts, concluding that such models provide a poor ﬁt to
natural MORB and OIB. They therefore inferred that
graphite-saturated melts do not generally contribute to
basaltic volcanism. By incorporating graphite saturation
into the model used by Matthews et al. (2017) we extend
the work of Eguchi and Dasgupta (2018) by assessing
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how the signal of graphite-saturated melts might be modulated by the mixing and degassing processes, and subsequently manifested in a suite of melt inclusions.
A full description of the general properties of the concurrent degassing and mixing calculations is provided by
Matthews et al. (2017), and a description of how the model
is extended for graphite-saturated melting is provided in
Appendix A. First, we use a melting model (Katz et al.,
2003) to generate the masses and compositions of instantaneous melts produced from a column of upwelling mantle,
assuming that melting is near-fractional, and that the mantle has 30 ppmw carbon. Examples of the melting model
output, for variable fO2, are shown in Fig. 8. The presence
of graphite during melting decreases the carbon content of
the most enriched melts, and increases the carbon concentration in the more depleted melts, up until graphite is
exhausted.
The second stage of the model emulates the transport of
the instantaneous melts into a crustal magma reservoir.
Any melts with a carbon concentration in excess of the carbon content at CO2 vapour saturation have carbon
removed until they return to saturation. The melts are then
allowed to partially mix, modelled using the properties of
the Dirichlet distribution (Rudge et al., 2013). Since the
degassing step substantially reduces the carbon concentration of the most enriched melts in most runs of the model,
the most pronounced eﬀect of graphite saturation is on the
depleted melts. Depleted melts generated from a very
reduced melting region have extremely high C/Ba ratios,
far in excess of their mantle source (Fig. 9).
The distributions of mixed melts shown in Fig. 9 are, in
some ways, similar to the distributions of real data: they
preserve substantial C/Ba heterogeneity, there is a deﬁned
upper bound to the array corresponding to a ﬁxed carbon
concentration, and there is a low-probability tail of very
high C/Ba melts. However, the presence of graphite
strongly decouples the C concentrations in the melts from
their Ba and Nb concentrations, destroying any correlation
between them (Supplementary Fig. 6). The presence of graphite during melting can, therefore, be ruled out for the
generation of the majority of melts preserved in melt inclusions from Háleyjabunga and Stapafell (this study), and
Borgarhraun (Hauri et al., 2018).
However, if a small part of the melting region remains
graphite-saturated, it may contribute a small mass of melts
with C/Ba exceeding the mantle value. Whilst such a small
mass of melt is unlikely to inﬂuence the C-Ba systematics
expressed by the majority of partially-mixed melts, a small
number of melts may still preserve the high C/Ba ratios. It
is then plausible that the extremely high C/Ba and C/Nb
ratios measured in a small number of the Miðfell and
Háleyjabunga inclusions reﬂect contributions from a lowmass-fraction mantle component that remains graphitesaturated during melting. We discuss the likelihood of such
a component existing below.
If the carbon content of the Icelandic mantle is similar to
that of the depleted mantle 30 ppmw, (e.g., Michael and
Graham, 2015; Hauri et al., 2018; Hirschmann, 2018;
Tucker et al., 2018), for graphite-saturated melting to occur
the mantle must be signiﬁcantly more reduced than indi-
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Fig. 8. Panel a shows the melt fraction as a function of pressure, calculated as described in the main text. The solid blue lines in panels b–f
show the calculated carbon concentration of melts generated at variable oxygen fugacity, buﬀered relative to the FMQ buﬀer. The mantle
carbon content is set to 30 ppmw. Below the grey line the mantle is graphite saturated. The red dashed line shows the concentration of carbon
in the melts in a mantle suﬃciently oxidised that graphite is never saturated during melting, i.e. the result used in the main text of this paper.
Note that diﬀerent scales are used on the x-axis in each panel. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

cated by Fe3+/RFe ratios of Icelandic basalts (Shorttle
et al., 2015), or MORB (Bézos and Humler, 2005;
Cottrell and Kelley, 2011; Berry et al., 2018). However, if
the mantle source of Háleyjabunga and Miðfell are much
more carbon rich, as suggested by Miller et al. (2019), the
high carbon budget may itself inﬂuence the redox equilibria
(Cottrell and Kelley, 2013) via the reaction
C0 þ 2Fe2 O3 ! CO2 þ 4FeO:

ð1Þ

If the mantle source has been enriched in carbon due to the
addition of reduced carbon, the oxidising capacity of the
Fe3+ component of the mantle may be exhausted before
all the reduced carbon has been converted to CO2 or carbonate. Assuming there is 0.3 wt% Fe2O3 in the mantle
(McCammon, 2005), 450 ppmw reduced carbon would be
required to overwhelm the mantle’s oxidising capacity,
causing graphite to be sustained into the melting region.
This value is within uncertainty of the carbon content
inferred by Miller et al. (2019) for the ‘deep’ component
contributing to Miðfell.
We emphasise that this high carbon content, and its
implications for mantle redox, may apply only to a very
small fraction of the Icelandic mantle, not ubiquitously
sampled by Icelandic magmatism. Similarly, evidence for
extremely reduced melts produced from a graphitesaturated mantle component would be rapidly erased by
mixing with more oxidised (but carbon and trace-element
depleted) melts of other mantle components. (Cottrell and
Kelley, 2013) proposed a similar model to explain lower
Fe3+/RFe ratios in enriched MORB glasses; in their model
reduced carbon was added to the enriched mantle compo-

nent contributing to the MORB melts, though their data
did not require the mantle to be suﬃciently reduced that
melting would be graphite-saturated.
Whilst we cannot rule out that the high values of C/Ba
and C/Nb are derived from graphite-saturated melting, this
scenario necessitates anomalously reduced mantle for
which there is no evidence, but could be a natural consequence of extreme reduced carbon enrichment. If graphite
is present during the production of some of the magmas
contributing to Háleyjabunga and Miðfell, the C/Ba observations would not quantitatively constrain the C/Ba of the
mantle source. However, the high C/Ba ratios would
nonetheless suggest some component of the Icelandic mantle has an unusually high (reduced) carbon budget compared with the MORB mantle.
6.3. Is melt ‘regassing’ by CO2 vapour a viable mechanism for
generating high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios?
In the models described by Matthews et al. (2017) and
used in Section 6.2, a signiﬁcant mass of CO2 vapour is generated by degassing of the most carbon and trace-element
enriched magmas. Whilst we have implicitly assumed this
vapour immediately leaves the system, likely through fractures in the crust, it is conceivable that the vapour might,
instead, be absorbed by coexisting CO2 vapourundersaturated depleted-melts. Such a ‘self-regassing’ process will tend to drive the C/Ba and C/Nb ratios of the most
depleted melts to very high values, whilst having no eﬀect
on the more enriched CO2-vapour saturated inclusions.
The expected C-Ba systematics will, therefore, be qualita-
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Fig. 9. Results of the mixing and degassing model for instantaneous melts produced during graphite saturated melting of a single mantle
source, followed by degassing at 2000 bar. The carbon content of the mantle is set at 30 ppmw. Panel a shows the results from melting without
graphite present. Panels b–f show the results when melting in the presence of graphite (until it is exhausted from the residue) at variable
oxygen fugacity, expressed in log-units relative to the quartz-fayalite-magnetite buﬀer. The horizontal red lines show the homogeneous source
C/Ba ratio, which is constant for all scenarios at C/Ba = 48. The shading shows the density of samples drawn from the distribution. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

tively similar to those shown for graphite-saturated melting
in Fig. 9.
Whilst we cannot deﬁnitively discount regassing contributing to the generation of high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios,
we can assess its likelihood. For exsolved vapour to successfully regas a CO2 vapour-undersaturated depleted
magma a number of conditions must be satisﬁed. First,
the depleted magma must coexist spatially and temporally
with the enriched magma from which the CO2 vapour is
derived. Given the evidence for concurrent mixing and
crystallisation
in
Icelandic
magmatic
systems
(Maclennan, 2008a) this seems likely to be true once the
magmas have stalled in a magma reservoir. However,
CO2 vapour may be continually lost from the enriched
melts during transport. Since the enriched melts may be
transported separately from the depleted melts, CO2
vapour loss from the enriched melts may occur prior to
their juxtaposition with depleted melts. Second, the
depleted magmas must lie spatially above the enriched
magmas, as the exsolved CO2 vapour will be buoyant.
Mixing of magmas likely involves considerable convective
stirring, and so this seems likely for at least some of the
melts at any instant in time. Finally, the timescale of bubble ascent and escape must be long relative to the timescale for bubble resorption. How likely this ﬁnal
condition is to be satisﬁed is much more uncertain.

If self-regassing was responsible for the high C/Ba and
C/Nb ratios in Háleyjabunga and Miðfell, we might expect
to see evidence for its occurrence in other eruptions. Melt
inclusions from Borgarhraun (northern Iceland) have also
retained substantial mantle-derived trace-element variability (Maclennan et al., 2003), which was gradually homogenised throughout crystallisation (Maclennan, 2008a),
indicating the juxtaposition of depleted and enriched melts
prior to eruption. However, no evidence for self-regassing is
seen in the melt inclusion carbon-trace element systematics
(Hauri et al., 2018). We conclude, therefore, that whilst
impossible to rule out, self-regassing is an unlikely explanation for high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios.
6.4. Are high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios analytical artefacts?
The highest C/Ba and C/Nb ratios are seen in the most
trace-element depleted inclusions. Where concentrations of
trace elements are low, fewer counts are recorded during
analysis, propagating to much poorer precision in C/Ba
and C/Nb ratios, as demonstrated by the error bars in
Figs. 4 and 5, and Supplementary Fig. 1. Whilst the precision is poorer for both C/Ba and C/Nb in the most depleted
inclusions, the lower count rates for Nb relative to Ba
results in C/Nb having poorer precision than C/Ba
(Supplementary Text A).
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Error bars representing the 1 s.d. precision for C/Ba
are shown for the four eruptions from this study in
Fig. 5. The magnitude of the uncertainties are likely to
be similar for the compilation of carbon and traceelement data from Icelandic eruptions, having been measured using similar protocols. Even when the higher uncertainty in the C/Ba of the most depleted inclusions is
considered, inclusions from Háleyjabunga and Miðfell show
a robust oﬀset to higher C/Ba relative to the other Icelandic melt inclusion suites. Whilst it is possible that we
underestimate the uncertainty on the analysis, the precision calculated from counting statistics compares well with
the empirical reproducibility of the secondary standard C/
Ba (Supplementary Text A).
The analyses of carbon concentrations might also be
susceptible to analytical artefacts. Unlike the Ba and Nb
analyses, the carbon analyses for the high C/Ba and
C/Nb inclusions have the best counting statistics of the
dataset, negating analytical precision as an issue.
(Rosenthal et al., 2015) suggested that the analyses resulting
in the highest values of carbon concentration may have
incorporated carbon derived from cracks in the sample.
Avoiding making analyses in the vicinity of cracks (identiﬁed optically and in back-scatter electron images), as done
in this study, minimises the likelihood of additional counts
arising in this manner. Furthermore, the 12 C count rates are
likely to vary erratically from cycle to cycle in such a situation, allowing the eﬀect of contamination to be identiﬁed.
No irregularity in the 12 C count rate was observed in the
suite of melt inclusions presented here. Additionally, our
carbon analyses deﬁne clearly an upper limit of 660 ppmw,
carbon contamination would erase such a clear bound on
the dataset, further suggesting the analyses are robust.
We therefore suggest it is more likely that the highest
C/Ba ratios instead reﬂect sampling of low probabilitydensity tail to the C/Ba distribution, i.e., those melts retaining a C/Ba ratio close to the source value (Matthews et al.,
2017). However, we acknowledge that the high tail of the
distribution may reﬂect graphite-saturated melting (Section 6.2) or CO2 vapour regassing (Section 6.3).
6.5. Implications of a high C/Ba and C/Nb mantle component
In the previous sections we have described how the gross
structure of the global melt inclusion C/Ba and C/Nb
arrays is controlled principally by crustal processes, i.e.,
shallow-degassing and melt inclusion decrepitation. We
have also shown that even within the conﬁnes of this array
the maximum C/Ba ratios recorded by eruptions varies substantially, with two eruptions from Iceland (Háleyjabunga
and Miðfell) preserving C/Ba and C/Nb ratios considerably
higher than seen elsewhere in Iceland (including the similarly depleted Borgarhraun eruption, Hauri et al., 2018),
among ocean islands, or elsewhere on the mid-ocean ridge
system. Decrepitation does not control the maximum
C/Ba and C/Nb values of the most depleted eruptions;
the maximum C/Ba and C/Nb values fall far below the
decrepitation threshold (Fig. 5). However, there is no
unique interpretation for what this means for mantle carbon budgets. Here we set out some of the possible interpre-

tations, but leave a full quantitative treatment for future
work.
6.5.1. Ubiquitously high mantle C/Ba
Matthews et al. (2017) proposed that concurrent mixing
and degassing may be operating ubiquitously on both melt
inclusion and submarine glass suites. Whilst it is possible to
identify concurrent mixing and degassing in some datasets,
it is generally challenging to rule it out conclusively. Following this logic, we might suggest that the extreme depletion in trace elements of the melt inclusions from
Háleyjabunga and Miðfell have enabled these eruptions to
preserve typical mantle C/Ba and C/Nb values. This is similar to an argument made by Matthews et al. (2017); they
suggested a single mantle C/Ba of 40 was consistent with
all the available melt inclusion and submarine glass suites
available at that time. The high C/Ba ratios observed in
Háleyjabunga and Miðfell inclusions demonstrates that a
single C/Ba ratio of 40 is not representative of the whole
mantle. However, a C/Ba ratio of 140 would be consistent
not only with the inclusions from Háleyjabunga and
Miðfell (Fig. 4), but also with all the other melt inclusion
suites (Fig. 5), their lower C/Ba ratios then being a product
of degassing and mixing.
The evidence upon which (Matthews et al., 2017) based
their conclusion was the coincidence of the maximum C/Ba
ratio of several datasets at 40, however. No such coincidence of C/Ba at 140 is apparent here, save for Háleyjabunga and Miðfell. However, it could be that
Háleyjabunga and Miðfell are unique in sampling a mantle
component that does not have a C/Ba ratio of 40, and the
argument made by Matthews et al. (2017) should be reﬁned
to apply only to the depleted upper mantle; Háleyjabunga
and Miðfell both have noble gas isotopic ratios that suggest
a deep mantle component contributes to their genesis
(Breddam et al., 2000; Füri et al., 2010; Mukhopadhyay,
2012). The implication of a mantle component with higher
C/Ba is considered in the following sections.
6.5.2. Primordial carbon residing in the Earth
Miller et al. (2019) suggested that the high C/Ba and
C/Nb ratios recorded by the Miðfell melt inclusions were
evidence for a carbon-rich primitive mantle component.
Miðfell is known to sample a mantle component with high
3
He/4He (Füri et al., 2010) and ancient Xe and Ne isotopic
signatures (Mukhopadhyay, 2012). Háleyjabunga lavas
also have elevated 3 He/4He (R/Ra = 14.3, Breddam et al.,
2000; Füri et al., 2010), the high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios seen
in its melt inclusions are therefore consistent with the
hypothesis made by Miller et al. (2019). Stapafell and Surtsey have slightly elevated 3 He/4He, but their melt inclusions
do not have elevated C/Ba or C/Nb; their positions on the
global array, however, suggest that their maximum C/Ba
and C/Nb ratios are limited by decrepitation (i.e., the eruptions are overall too enriched to have produced inclusions
that avoided degassing).
If the high 3 He/4He mantle component has a high C/Ba
ratio, is the corollary of its high C/Ba that it has a large carbon budget, as proposed by Miller et al. (2019)? To estimate
the carbon content of a mantle component from its C/Ba
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ratio requires an estimate of its Ba concentration. Unlike
for the depleted mantle (e.g., Workman and Hart, 2005),
or many enriched mantle components (e.g., Stracke et al.,
2003), we lack constraints on the trace element concentrations of the high 3 He/4He mantle. If the high 3 He/4He component has similar trace element abundances to the
depleted upper mantle (Class and Goldstein, 2005) – and
the high C/Ba ratio preserved by inclusions reﬂect their
mantle source – then it must have higher carbon concentrations than the depleted mantle.
An extremely carbon rich mantle component will have
profoundly diﬀerent melting behaviour to a mantle component with 30 ppmw carbon, a typical estimate for the
depleted upper mantle (Hirschmann, 2018); this includes
signiﬁcant quantities of carbonated melt production at
great depth (Dasgupta and Hirschmann, 2010). Whilst seismic low-velocity zones, and electrical-conductivity proﬁles
suggest the presence of small quantities of carbonated melt
at depth (Dasgupta et al., 2013), there is no evidence for a
greater extent of carbonated melt production beneath Iceland than beneath typical mid-ocean ridges. Furthermore,
the major element chemistry of Icelandic magmas is well
accounted for by silicate-dominated mantle melting
(Shorttle and Maclennan, 2011). However, the high
3
He/4He mantle component need only make up a tiny volume fraction of the Icelandic mantle, if its derivative melts
are suﬃciently He-rich that they dominate the He-budget of
the mixed magma (Porcelli and Elliott, 2008). Carbon
enrichment in only the high 3 He/4He mantle component
would have little inﬂuence on bulk mantle properties.
6.5.3. Mantle components with extreme lithophile trace
element depletion
A mantle component might have high C/Ba and C/Nb
ratios owing to extreme Ba and Nb depletion. The high
3
He/4He mantle component must have formed during the
Earth’s diﬀerentiation (Porcelli and Elliott, 2008), and
might reﬂect a cumulate formed from a deep magma ocean
(Labrosse et al., 2007; Coltice et al., 2011). Trace element
parititoning experiments suggest that cumulates dominated
by Bridgmanite and Ferropericlase are likely to be extremely trace element depleted (Walter et al., 2004; Corgne
et al., 2005). For a cumulate to retain high 3 He/4He and
impart this signature to mixed magmas when melted in
the upper mantle, Coltice et al. (2011) showed that the
solid-melt partition coeﬃcient for He must be at least
0.01 during magma-ocean crystallisation. Whilst helium
behaves more incompatibly than this at low pressures
(Parman et al., 2005; Heber et al., 2007), its partitioning
behaviour in the lower mantle remains unknown. The
requirement for helium to be more compatible in the lower
mantle might be relaxed if there is a ﬂux of helium from
another reservoir, such as the core (Porcelli and Halliday,
2001), into the depleted cumulates. Incorporation of carbon
into such a component is unlikely to occur by carbon partitioning into the silicate phases (Shcheka et al., 2006), but
could occur by saturation of a carbon-bearing phase (e.g.,
Hirschmann, 2012; Armstrong et al., 2019), or by carbon
partitioning into a retained metallic iron phase (e.g.,
Frost et al., 2004; Wade and Wood, 2005).
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It is also possible that there is an additional extremelydepleted mantle component, with 3 He/4He values typical
of upper mantle, but elevated C/Ba and C/Nb. If an extremely depleted component with upper mantle 3 He/4He is present in the Icelandic mantle, analysis of melt inclusions from
other extremely trace-element depleted eruptions might be
expected to reveal high C/Ba ratios in the absence of high
3
He/4He. Both the Heilagsdalsdjall (this study) and Borgarhraun (Hauri et al., 2018) melt inclusion suites are similarly depleted, yet do not contain inclusions with such high
C/Ba and C/Nb. For now, we therefore favour the alternative hypothesis, that high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios are associated with the high 3 He/4He component, as it is the most
parsimonious explanation for the data. Whether the high
3
He/4He mantle component has high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios
by virtue of carbon enrichment or trace element depletion
has profound implications for the Earth’s carbon budget,
and how it has evolved throughout Earth’s history.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have leveraged a large new melt inclusion dataset of
trace element and carbon concentrations in geochemically
diverse Icelandic eruptions, alongside existing suites of melt
inclusions, to place new constraints on the interplay of
source and process on melt inclusion C/Ba and C/Nb
ratios. Though there is a global covariation of C/Ba with
enrichment in melt inclusions, this is a result of olivine
decrepitation limiting the carbon concentration in melt
inclusions. The highest C/Ba and C/Nb ratios seen in inclusions from the most depleted eruptions fall below the
decrepitation threshold, potentially preserving the C/Ba
and C/Nb ratios of their mantle source. Similarly to melt
inclusions from the high 3 He/4He Miðfell eruption (Miller
et al., 2019), extremely high C/Ba (>100) and C/Nb
(>1000) ratios are seen in inclusions from the high 3 He/4He
Háleyjabunga eruption. We demonstrate it is unlikely that
the high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios are generated by fractionation during melting, or are analytical artefacts. Whilst it is
possible that the high C/Ba and C/Nb values are generated
by graphite-saturated melting or melt ‘‘regassing”, we suggest they most likely represent high C/Ba and C/Nb ratios
in the high 3 He/4He mantle component. Such high C/Ba
and C/Nb values in a mantle component may derive from
elevated carbon concentrations (Miller et al., 2019), or by
extreme depletion in Ba and Nb inherited from magmaocean processes. In any case, the high C/Ba and C/Nb
ratios are likely to reﬂect only a small fraction of the Icelandic mantle.
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and since:
dF ¼

DF
n

ðA:5Þ

where DF ¼ F  F graphiteexhaustion , the concentration at a
given DF may be written:

n
DF
ðA:6Þ
C ðDF Þ ¼ C 0 1 
/n
in the limit dF ! 0 and n ! 1:
DF

C ðDF Þ ¼ C 0 e /

ðA:7Þ

Examples of these calculations for variable fO2, are shown
in Fig. 8.
APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
gca.2020.09.030.
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